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other plots

[X,Y,Z] = peaks(30);
subplot(131); surf(X,Y,Z);title(‘surf’)
subplot(132); surfc(X,Y,Z); title(‘surfc’)
subplot(133); waterfall(X,Y,Z); title(‘waterfall’)

[X,Y,Z] = sphere(30);
subplot(121); surf(X,Y,Z)   ; axis equal
subplot(122); mesh(X,Y,Z); axis equal



Functions

MATLAB enables you to create your own function M-
files. A function M-file is similar to a script file in that it also
has an .m extension.

Functions are indispensable when it comes to breaking a
problem down into manageable logical pieces.

>> x = 0:pi/40:6pi; <Enter>
>> y = sin(x); <Enter>
>> plot(x,y)



Functions

Inline functions

inline ( expr ) constructs an inline function object from
expression contained in the string expr. The input
argument to the inline function is automatically determined
by searching expr for an isolated lower case alphabetic
character.

>> f = inline( ’cos(8*t) + cos(9*t)’ ); <Enter>
>> x = 0:pi/40:6*pi; <Enter>
>> y = f(x); <Enter>
>> plot(x,y)

>> f2= inline( ‘ xm.^2 + ym.^2 ‘ , ‘xm’ , ‘ym’ ); <Enter>



Functions

General form of a function

function [ outarg1, outarg2,...] = name(inarg1, inarg2,...)

% comments to be displayed with help
...
outarg1 = ... ;
outarg2 = ... ;
...

serve only to define the function’s 
means of communication with the 

workspace.

If the filename and the function
definition line name are different, 

the internal name is ignored.



Functions

General form of a function.

function [ mn, st ] = myfun( x )
mn = sum(x) / length(x);
st   = sqrt( sum((x-mn).^2) / (length(x)-1) );

function [ outarg1, outarg2,...] = name(inarg1, inarg2,...)

% comments to be displayed with help
...
outarg1 = ... ;
outarg2 = ... ;
...



Functions

Functions that do not return values

function name(inarg1, inarg2,...)

% comments to be displayed with help
…
Statements
…

function stars( n )
asterisk = char (double( ’*’ ) * ones(1,n) );
disp( asterisk )



Functions

Checking the number of function arguments

There are times when a function may need to know how many
input/output arguments are used on a particular call. The functions
nargin and nargout can be used to determine this.

function [x0, y0] = myplot (x, y, az, el)

if nargin < 4, el = 30; end
if nargin < 3, az = -37.5; end

if nargout == 0
plot(x, y)
view(az,el)

else
x0 = x;
y0 = y;

end



Sub-functions

An M-file may contain the code for more than one function. The first
one in the file is the primary function and is invoked with the M-file
name. Additional functions are called sub-functions and are visible only
to the primary function and to other sub-functions.

Each sub-function begins with its own function definition line.
Subfunctions follow each other in any order after the primary function.

function [out] = myfun (x, y, z, p, q)
…
end
function [out1] = subfun1 (p)
…
end
function [out2] = subfun2 (q)
…
end  



Profiler & Debugger

The MATLAB Profiler enables you to see where
the bottlenecks in your programs are for
example, which functions are consuming the
most time.

>> profile viewer <Enter>

We can’t run a function directly
in the editor and have to set a
breakpoint for debugging the
function.



Sorting function

Although MATLAB has its own sorting function (sort), you
may be interested in how sorting algorithms actually work.

The numbers are then ordered by a process that
essentially passes through the vector many times,
swapping consecutive elements that are in the wrong order
until all are in the right order.

Bubble sort

Write a function to sort an inputted
vector elements using bubble sort.

Exercise 7



>> r = rand(1,5); <Enter>
>> [ y , i ] = sort ( r ); <Enter>
>> [ y ; i ] <Enter>
>> [ x , j ] = sort ( r , 'descend‘ ); <Enter>

>> m = ‘think about it’ ; <Enter>
>> sort ( m ) <Enter>
>> issorted ( m ) <Enter>

sort ( X )
sort ( X , dim )
sort ( X , dim , mode )
[ B, IX ] = sort ( X )

Sorting function


